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Abstract
Thos thesis deals with using multiple Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to find
targets inside a designated area. A modified quadtree data structure enhanced by
probability property is used to achieve that. The objective of this work was to
implement this approach to area exploration inside the Robot Operating System
(ROS) and test it using multiple vision algorithms. The results were compared with
a baseline naive exploration method.
Keywords Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, Path Planning, Probabilistic Quadtree, Area
Exploration

Abstrakt
Tato práce se zabývá použitı́m několika bezpilotnı́ch helikoptér (UAVs) k nalezenı́
cı́lů ve vymezené odlasti. K dosaženı́ tohoto cı́le je použita modifikovaná datová
struktura kvadratického stromu rozšı́řená o pravděpodobnostnı́ vlastnosti. Cı́lem
práce je implementovat tento přı́stup k prohledávánı́ oblasti v Robot Operating
System (ROS) a otestovat ho za použitı́ několika algoritmů pro strojové viděnı́.
Výsledky byly porovnány s naivnı́ prohledávacı́ metodou.
Klı́čová slova Bezpilotnı́ helikoptéry, Plánovánı́ trasy, Pravděpodobnostnı́ kvadratický strom, Prohledávánı́ oblasti
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have seen a great interest in last decades by both
scientific and commercial sectors. The growth can be attributed to the development of used
sensors, controls and energy storage which provide more accurate navigation, more reliable
flight behaviour and longer flight times respectively. Modern UAVs used in research are usually
multirotor helicopters equipped with a battery pack, sensors, an onboard computer and often
a small camera. Based on the used hardware the UAVs can stay in the air for approximately
20 minutes or longer if lower powered components are used.
Area exploration is one of common use cases for a group of UAVs. Small size, relatively
low price and independence make UAVs very capable at finding targets in both large areas as
well as in narrow places which are usually hard to access. The targets of the search mission can
be various, in general anything that the vision algorithm is configured or taught to recognize.
UAVs are not limited to only flying over ground. They can be configured and prepared
for flights over bodies of water and even for landing on the water surface. In the case of aquatic
missions the UAVs often work in combination with Unmanned Surface Vehicles (USVs) or
regular boats. Boats can be used as a signal provider, a central node in a system and often as
recharge stations. Common targets during aquatic search missions are for example lifeboats,
makeshift boats, cargo, garbage floating on the water surface or oil spills.

Figure 1.1: Example of a target of a search mission.1
Goals of the thesis have been set as:
• Study the published approach [1] for utilizing a single UAV for exploring a designated
area using the probabilistic quadtree algorithm.
1

Source: https://unsplash.com/photos/rI Y LL30E4
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• Familiarize yourself with the MRS UAV System for control, estimation, and simulation
of multirotor helicopters [2].
• Extend the approach published in [1] for multiple UAV and attempt to solve possible drawbacks that such extension might bring, e.g., the possibility of mutual UAVs
collisions.
• Implement the approach using the MRS UAV System [2] and utilize some of the existing
tools for computer visual detection of objects on the ground (e.g., AprilTag2, Whycon,
or the MRS’s Object Detect).
• Verify the implemented approach using multi-robotic simulations and if possible, test it
against a baseline (naive pre-planned systematic scanning using a single UAV).
To achieve set goals the first chapter of the thesis will explain the Probabilistic quadtree
approach introduced in [1]. In the second chapter the context of the implementation will be
described. This includes used framework for robotics communication Robot Operating System (ROS) and particular system providing controls for the UAVs developed by Multi-robot
Systems Group (MRS) of Faculty of Electrical Engineering on Czech Technical University in
Prague. The third chapter focuses on vision algorithms, explains the basic requirements for an
algorithm to be used inside the implemented system. The chapter also introduces two utilized
vision algorithms — Object detect developed by MRS and AprilTag. The fourth chapter explains the methodology of experiments and result gathering which will be needed to evaluate
the success of the thesis in the following last chapter. The results of the experiments are presented in the last chapter. The chapter also attempts to provide an explanation of achieved
results and evaluates the success of the implementation.

1.1

State of the art

The topic of path planning for a group of UAVs is currently heavily studied. This comes
at no surprise given the usefulness of UAV groups during area surveillance and Search and
rescue task. The research is focused on finding the best possible path for the group ahead
of time or dynamically adjusting the path based on the received information from sensors
mounted on the UAVs. Many works also incorporate hardware limitations such as limited
flight time due to the battery capacity or limited range of communications between the UAVs
into the planning process.
Machine learning principles are employed in many current research papers to achieve
the optimal dynamic path for the group. This can be seen in [3] as well as in [4]. Both papers
use evolutionary optimization algorithm to train a path planning model over many generation.
The signal range constraint is also incorporated into learning in [4].
Another approach chosen by many researchers in taking inspiration in swarm behaviour
biological systems. Review article [5] calls such solutions to path planning as based on Swarm
Intelligence. The article mentions examples such as Particle swarm optimization, Ant colony
optimization and Artificial bee colony optimization. An example of ant colony optimization
being used for path panning of a swarm can be seen in [6].
An example of a paper which considers the hardware limitations is [7] which works
with the limited flight time of the UAVs. Instead of trying to explore the whole area of the
mission, the introduced algorithm optimizes for search in more valuable areas to maximize
gained information for a batter charge. Limited energy in also considered in [8] which takes
a in-depth look at energy consumption and attempts to create an energy efficient path. The
CTU in Prague
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paper [4] mentioned above generates path in such way, that the connection between the UAVs
stays strong enough at all times.

1.2

Problem definition

The approaches to path planning vary a lot as can be seen in Sec. 1.1. Many of the
modern solutions to the problem rely on artificial intelligence which can be hard to interpret
and requires significant time, computational power and resources to teach. The approach
introduced in [1] uses the quadtree data structure instead, which is suitable for describing a
plane area. It than uses probability to reason about position of targets in the space based on
sensor readings and information gain to choose the optimal path based on gained information.
The main goal is to implement a path planning system based on the algorithm from
[1] in the form of ROS nodes that can be easily added to any launch configuration in the
MRS system. The implemented algorithm should be prepared for an exchange of used vision
algorithm with minimal changes to the source code. This would allow the algorithm to be
generalized to find any type of target. The algorithm should also work with a group of UAVs
unlike the original algorithm from the paper [1] which worked with just one.
The goal of the thesis is not to create vision algorithm, instead it should use stand in
targets and already implemented algorithms. Collision detection and avoidance is also not the
goal of the thesis. The MRS system has its own system to handle those problems and will be
relied on by the resulting algorithm implementation.

1.3

Mathematical notation

The following mathematical basis contains many reoccurring symbols which can sometimes be hard to follow. All of the notations are introduced later in the thesis with appropriate
context. However the following table provides a simple place to find variable reference in case
some are lost during the reading.
T
L(T )
n
Xn
t
Zn
pn , (qn )
α(d(n))
β(d(n))
H(T )
I(n)
U (T )
Cn

Probabilistic quadtree instance
Leaf nodes of the quadtree
Node of the tree
Random variable of target being present in a area of node n
Sensor reading at time t and node n
P [Xn = 1], (P [Xn = 0])
Probability of false positive based on node depth (P [Zn = 1|Xn = 0])
Probability of false negative based on node depth (P [Zn = 0|Xn = 1])
Entropy of a tree T
Information gain of a node n
Stopping variable of the algorithm
Cost associated with a node n

Table 1.1: Mathematical notation, nomenclature and notable symbols.
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Chapter 2

Probabilistic quadtree algorithm
The following section aims to describe and clarify an algorithm which was introduced in
[1]. Firstly the entire algorithm is shown in a pseudo code and later each part is described in
more detail. Sections of this chapter describe parts of the algorithm in detail. This is denoted
in the beginning of each section by a reference to lines of the algorithm explained in the
section.
Algorithm 1 Probabilistic quadtree algorithm as described in [1].
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

T ← InitializeTree(Prior)
searchDone ← false
while not searchDone do
n ← arg maxn I ′ (n), n ∈ N (T )
Get sensor reading Znt at location of n.
Update pn and also decision for node n.
Update p and decision recursively for all ancestors and descendants of n.
if Znt = 1 and n ∈ L(T ) and d(n) < Dmax then
Expand at node n and initialize children.
end if
Compute U (T )
searchDone ← true
for all n ∈ L(T ) do
if −pn log2 pn < ϵ · U (T ) then
searchDone ← false
end if
end for
end while
return Decisions for all leaves of the tree.

The algorithm works in discrete steps. In each step the algorithm is selecting a node
of the tree to explore by using the objective function I ′ (n) which depends on the distance
between UAV and the node and on the information which can be gained by exploring it. After
gathering sensor data about the node, the algorithm than updates the tree and formulates
a decision about each leaf node. If required the tree also expands at one of the leaf nodes.
Than the algorithm computes stopping condition by using the value U and determines if the
exploration should stop. If the exploration stops, than the decisions about each leaf node are
returned.
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Probabilistic quadtree data structure

The data structure used in the algorithm described in [1] is probabilistic quadtree. It is
a variation of quadtree which is a tree data structure where each node has either zero or four
child nodes.

Figure 2.1: A quadtree data structure.1
Unlike a simple quadtree, a probabilistic quadtree also retains a probability value. Each
node in a probabilistic quadtree represents square area and the posterior probability of a
target being present in this area. The probability is constructed by incorporating multiple
sensor readings. The mechanism of constructing the probability value is discussed in following
sections.
In addition to that a node is also assigned an altitude in which a UAV has to fly in
order for the onboard camera to see the entirety of the square area of the node. The altitude
can be easily computed from the area size and a Field of View (FOV) of the camera. A FOV
of a camera is an angle in which the camera is sensitive to light. The calculation of a flight
altitude can be visualized by the following diagram.
1

Source: https://ppujari.medium.com/quad-tree-and-spatial-data-indexing-88b12a87dfd9
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α

h

s

Figure 2.2: An altitude calculation for a Probabilistic quadtree node.2
In the Fig. 2.2 the h stands for the desired altitude, α stands for the camera FOV,
usually in the shorter dimension, and s stands for the area side length. The resulting altitude
can than be easily calculated using trigonometry as
s α
h = arctan( · ).
2 2

(2.1)

Child nodes of a node represent equally sized areas which are created by equally dividing
the area of the parent node.
Random variable Xn denotes the probability of at least one target being present in the
area of node the n. For the simplicity of the notation the paper [1] proposes variables p and
q of a node n which are defined as
pn = P [Xn = 1],
qn = 1 − p = P [Xn = 0].
We assume that the probabilities of a target being in two different areas are independent and
thus
P [Xn = 1, Xm = 1] = pn pm .
This leads to another property between a node and its children which is derived from the fact
that parent doesn’t include a target if none of its children include a target:
qn = q1 q2 q3 q4

2.2

(2.2)

Detection model

A detection model needs to be defined to assume the probabilities of detecting a target
under given conditions. These conditions are in our case mainly the distance between an UAV
2

UAV image source: https://www.svgrepo.com/svg/52587/drone
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and an area which is being searched. The paper [1] assumes that UAVs are limited to detecting
only in the center of each area. Detection in node n in time t is denoted by random variable
Znt which is a Bernoulli variable which has a value of 1 only when at least one target is located
in the detection area. The model also takes into consideration imperfect detection means. It
assumes that each detection can be correct as well as false positive or false negative. This is
denoted by variables α and β as
α(d(n)) = P [Zn = 1|Xn = 0],
β(d(n)) = P [Zn = 0|Xn = 1].
As can be seen from notation, both values are dependant on the depth of the node and
thus its height in a sense that detecting in higher altitude is more prone to be incorrect.
“Such detection probabilities can be determined empirically, as contained in search and rescue
manuals, or from theoretical models for altitude-dependent detections”[1].

2.2.1

Altitude dependant error functions

The paper [1] provides an article [9] as a source of a theoretical model for determining the
values for detection error functions α and β. In fact the article [9] does provide a theoretical
approach to the probability of successful detection based on the distance from the target.
However it does not provide any specific values or formulas that could be inserted into the
equations of the probabilistic quadtree algorithm. That is not an unexpected result however,
as the specific values of α and β are in most cases very dependant on physical conditions. Many
factors can influence the values all at once. In the example of using a camera to recognize the
targets this could be weather conditions, brightness, sunlight, contrast of the searched target
against the background and most importantly the vision algorithm itself. These factors will
change with different detection methods and the detection environment.
For the algorithm it is however not necessarily required to obtain the perfect values for
α and β. Given the usage of the values, which will be explained in the following sections, it is
only necessary to model an approximate function, that will represent the real conditions well
enough. This means that the resulting function should assign a higher detection error values
to detections in higher altitudes. The form of the function can be chosen experimentally and
the only requirement given is that
α(d(n)) ≥ α(d(n′ )), d(n) < d(n′ ),
β(d(n)) ≥ β(d(n′ )), d(n) < d(n′ ).

2.3

Probabilistic quadtree updates

The following section explains in detail lines 6 and 7 of Alg. 1. During the exploration,
the UAVs gather detections Z1...T . The goal of the updates is to compute posterior probability of target being in an area P [Xn |Z1..m ]. For this computation the Bayesian inference for
multiple observations is used. As follows:
(t)

p(t)
n

CTU in Prague

=

(t−1)

P [Znt |Xn = 1]pn
(t)

.

(2.3)

P [Znt ]
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(t)

For the sake of clarity note that the equation (2.3) requires a computation of the value P [Znt ]
which can be computed using Bayesian rule as:
P [Zn(t)t ] = P [Zn(t)t |Xn = 1]p(t−1)
+ P [Zn(t)t |Xn = 0]qn(t−1) .
n

(2.4)

(t)

The value pn computed by this equation can be than propagated up the tree using equation
(2.2). When propagating the value down the tree the paper [1] uses following method:
(t)

k=

ln qn

(t−1)

(2.5)

ln qn

qn(t)i = (qn(t−1)
)k ,
i
where the value k is calculated for every node going down and passed to its children.

2.3.1

Tree expansion

The following section explains in detail lines 8 to 10 of Alg. 1. In the paper [1] the tree
is expanded, when the UAV has a positive detection Zn = 1 while detecting in a leaf node
which is not expanded yet. Also the current depth of the node has to be less than Dmax which
is a limit of how many layers should be in the tree. Value of Dmax has to be set before the
algorithm is started and can be different based on the particular mission. The main deciding
factors in choosing the value of Dmax is required precision in the mission since higher number
of layers will lead to smaller areas in the result. On the other hand having higher number of
layers generally leads to longer time required to finish the search although this time can be
offset by other variables which will be discussed later. When the expansion happens, four new
nodes are added to the tree with probabilities
√
q = 4 qn .
(2.6)
Expanding in this way ensures that equation (2.2) holds throughout the process.

2.4

Choosing next node to explore

The following section explains in detail line 4 of Alg. 1. There are multiple ways of
choosing the next node where to check for targets. It is possible to use variety of heuristic
methods which depend on the current probability of the node as well as the distance from the
current node to the target one. The paper [1] shows one of purely heuristic methods which
was used and showed good results. The heuristic maximises value J which is a function of
both the distance from the current node in which UAV is located denoted as n′ as well as the
probability and the depth of the node.
J=

pn .4d(n)
.
cost(n′ , n)

The paper however ends up using entropy of the node as its measure of how promising a node
is. Although this is still only a heuristic, it can be argued, that using the entropy leads to
more objective decision about the significance of a node. The entropy of a tree is calculated
as:
X
H(T ) = −
pn log2 pn ,
(2.7)
n∈L(T )
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where T stand for the tree and L(T ) stands for leaves of the tree. Using similar logic the
entropy can also be defined for any node of the tree in which case we get: H(n) = −pn log2 pn .
This value is important in following sections. Another property of the node is information
gain of choosing it. It is defined as
I(n) = H(T ) − EZn [H(T |n)],

(2.8)

where EZn stands for the expected entropy over all possible detections. The algorithm for
finding the optimal next node than maximises a weighted function
I ′ (n) = γ

I(n)
D(n∗, n)
− (1 − γ)
,
maxn′ ∈T I(n′ )
maxn′ ∈T D(n∗, n′ )

(2.9)

where D is the distance between the UAV’s current location and the node. The calculation
also uses a weight γ to choose between prioritizing distance and information gain. The value
of γ has to be set before the mission and can greatly influence the focus of search to either
close nodes with lower focus on their information gain or even more distant nodes if they
provide sufficient possible information gain.

2.4.1

Simulating a decision being made

When choosing the next node in Sec. 2.4 it is required to calculate the expected entropy
EZn [H(T |n)]. The expected entropy in this case can be understood as the mathematical
average of the tree entropy in case that the UAV detects a target and in case that the UAV
does not detect a target. Both of these cases require the entropy of the tree after a detection
is made. This detection however is not made on the tree structure and has to be instead only
simulated. According to the definition of the entropy of a probabilistic quadtree (2.7) the
entropy is only dependant on the probability pn of it’s leaf nodes L(T ). Also, according to the
independence in a probabilistic quadtree data structure (2.2), an update in one of the nodes of
the quadtree can only affects the probability of the leaf nodes that are its direct descendants.
Thanks to these observations it is possible to declare that only descendant nodes need
to be checked during the simulation of decision. The entropy of a probabilistic quadtree after
a simulated detection can be calculated by calculating the update in each child node and
moving the update down the tree until a leaf node is found. From a leaf node the change
in entropy is noted. When the entropy change in all affected leaf nodes is gathered we can
determine the entropy after a simulated detection and from that an expected entropy.
For this two approaches can be chosen. First approach simply averages the change of the
entropy when the simulation assumed the detection would be negative and the one assuming
a positive detection. The second approach takes into consideration probability pn in the node
n. The probability can be used as a weight of the results. When using the probability as a
weight, the expected entropy is calculated as
EZn [H(T |n)] = pn [H(T |Zn = 1)] + qn [H(T |Zn = 0)].

2.5

(2.10)

Stopping the algorithm

The following section explains in detail lines 11 to 17 of Alg. 1. The goal of any exploration algorithm is intuitively to stop the search as soon as enough information is gained to
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minimise the cost connected with exploring. In the paper [1] there is proposed that the gained
information can be quantified by defining a variable U :
P
ni ∈L(T ) H(ni )
U (T ) =
,
(2.11)
|L(T )|Hmax
where H is entropy of a node and Hmax is maximum entropy out of all nodes in the tree T .
L(T ) refers to leaves in the tree in the same way as earlier.
Using obtained quantity we can decide that the algorithm should stop after all leaves
of the tree have their entropy lower than ϵ · U (T ), where ϵ is a hyper-parameter, which can
be optimised before the algorithm is started. Lowering the ϵ parameter forces the algorithm
to search for longer to achieve lower entropy to satisfy the condition of ϵ · U (T ).

2.6

Making a decision

The following section explains in detail lines 6 and 7 of Alg. 1. For the task of formulating
a decision about each leaf node, it is needed to take into consideration each type of error —
missed detection and false positive. In most cases these types of error are not equally important
which is why each of them is assigned individual cost. For each leaf node there is a binary
decision Dn , that needs to be taken. Dn = 0 signalises that, according to exploration done
so far, there isn’t a target in the area of the node and vice versa. The cost associated with a
node can be written as:
Cn =P [Dn = 1|Xi = 1]P [Xi = 1]C11 +
P [Dn = 1|Xi = 0]P [Xi = 0]C10 +

(2.12)

P [Dn = 0|Xi = 1]P [Xi = 1]C01 +
P [Dn = 0|Xi = 0]P [Xi = 0]C00 ,

where Cij stands for the cost associated with making a decision Dn = i while Xn = j.
According to the [1] it is possible to derive a rule for choosing the decision Dn . The rule is
based on the goal of minimising the cost Cn and using the form of (2.12). The rule used in
[1] states that decision Dn = 0 should be chosen if
P [Z m |Xn = 0]
(C11 − C01 )P [Xn = 1|Z 1 ...Z m−1 ]
>
,
P [Z m |Xn = 1]
(C00 − C10 )P [Xn = 0|Z 1 ...Z m−1 ]

(2.13)

otherwise Dn = 1 should be chosen. In this case Z 1 ...Z m stands for all sensor readings
regarding the node n. P [Xn = 1|Z 1 ...Z m−1 ] can also be written as just pn as is defined in the
previous sections and P [Xn = 0|Z 1 ...Z m−1 ] can be written as qn . The values of P [Z m |Xn = 0]
and P [Z m |Xn ] are obtained from the functions α and β. When update happens in a non-leaf
node of the tree T , than the decision is updated in leaf nodes when the update propagates to
them from the top.
It is also necessary to derive the result in each iteration of the algorithm due to the
dependence on Z m . Deciding only at the end would force the implementation to remember
the value Z m at the time of the last update until the end of exploration.
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Chapter 3

Algorithm inside MRS system
The simulation environment chosen for applying the algorithm introduced in the chapter 2 is the Multi-robot Systems Group (MRS) system built on the Robot Operating System (ROS)1 . In this chapter the ROS environment is first introduced. Following that the
MRS system is also introduced. The parts of the systems which are relevant for the correct understanding of the implementation of the Probabilistic quadtree algorithm are than
highlighted and briefly explained.

3.1

Introduction to ROS

Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open-source widely used set of tools and middleware used to develop and use robots during various tasks. the ROS contains tools for building
the projects, managing communication between parts of the robot, the simulation environment if the system is used in simulation or with other outside node such as a path planning
algorithm. This section explains the core concepts of ROS. The concepts are ROS Nodes,
Topics, Messages and Services.

3.1.1

ROS Nodes

ROS nodes are processes which are connected and communicate between each other
using ROS provided means. Those means of communication with other nodes are using messages over topics or calling services provided by other nodes. In most robotic mission multiple
ROS nodes are launched at the same time and communicate with each other. It is possible to
view each communicating group of ROS nodes as a graph by connecting the nodes by topics
and services.

3.1.2

ROS Messages

Messages in ROS serve as containers for data. They are defined in a standardized format
and define exactly what types of data they can be filled with. Messages are declared in .msg
files where all contained data types are described. During the building process of a ROS
project the message files are compiled into usable libraries. Most notably they are compiled
into Python script files containing classes and C++ libraries. After the messages have been
build they can be used by ROS nodes to transfer data.
1

https://www.ros.org/
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ROS Topics

Topics in ROS are a way to establish a messaging connection between multiple ROS
nodes. Some of the nodes can become publishers and some of them can become subscribers
of data. Each node can be a subscriber to some topics and a publisher to other. When a
node registers as either a publisher or a subscriber, than the ROS master node saves this
information and creates a connection between each publisher and subscriber. Publishers can
produce and send messages to a topic which will be received by all subscribers currently
subscribing to the topic. The messages will be put into a queue and the subscriber can than
receive and process them when it needs to. Each topic is generally associated with a single
message type to match the type that is being sent by the publishers and that is expected by
the subscribers.

3.1.4

ROS Services

Services in ROS are a system built on the ROS message architecture. They provide a
way to simplify a request/response type of communication. Services are defined in .srv files in
a similar way as ROS messages. Unlike messages a service contains a description of the data
that is being sent and description of the data that is expected in a response. After building,
the service can be provided by a ROS node. When a provider node is active, other nodes can
send requests to it and receive responses.

3.2

MRS UAV system

The simulation environment chosen to perform the experiments is Multi-robot Systems
Group (MRS) UAV System. It provides a high level Application programming interface (API)
through the ROS message system. The system handles most of the low level management
such as UAV rotor speed control, landing, takeoff, collision avoidance or hovering. It also
collects data from various sensors on the UAV which it than uses to fulfil above mentioned
control tasks as well as providing them through ROS topics to other ROS nodes. The sensors
used are most notably camera, GPS, barometers, laser range detectors or Light Detection
and Rangings (LiDARs). The next notable feature of the system is the option to receive
commands through the ROS message API. Commands can be received in various forms such
as coordinates or as velocity vector. The user can let the system manage the control aspect
of flying the UAV and only provide the commands while using the data provided through the
ROS topics.
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Chapter 4

Vision algorithms
One of the goals of the thesis is to try different vision algorithms and assess their
viability. First section of this chapter will describe the requirements for a vision algorithm for
it to be used. It also introduces the general environment in which the algorithms will work.
The following sections describe the algorithms that were tested. These algorithms are Object
detect used in [10] developed by the MRS group and AprilTag developed by APRIL Robotics
Laboratory at the University of Michigan. In the last section the limitations and viability of
each algorithm is discussed.

4.1

General properties of the algorithms

Vision algorithms have to be compatible with the system in terms of own their own
requirements and provided outputs. Compatibility is required due to the system only providing
data in a given form and the path planning algorithm requiring certain information to function.

Figure 4.1: Vision algorithm general message visualization.
All vision algorithms require a video stream to function. UAVs in the experiments in
this thesis are using a single downward facing Intel Realsense D435 camera. The video of
the camera is than available through ROS topic provided by the MRS system. This image
stream can than be used by the detection algorithms to evaluate the presence of targets in
the currently visible area. Another data source which can be used by detection algorithms is
camera info topic which can provide information about camera image dimensions, distortion
and other general camera parameters. The algorithm can than use this information to better
determine if the image contains a target.
Vision algorithms also need to provide output topics to which the path planning algorithm can subscribe and than use them to find the path for the exploration. The main output
topic of a vision algorithm are detections. This topic should contain an array of detected
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targets as well as their position relative to the UAV. The other output topic should be image
stream topic containing camera video with highlighted detections. The second output as well
as position information of target relative to UAV is however not strictly necessary for the
correct functioning of the path planning algorithm of the implementation and can be used
mainly for visualization.

4.2

Object detect

The first used vision algorithm is object detect1 package of Multi-robot Systems Group
of Faculty of Electrical Engineering of Czech Technical University in Prague (CTU). It is
a segmentation algorithm. The algorithm was originally used for recognizing targets in a
robotics competition MBZIRC where the targets were balloons suspended in the air.[10] The
algorithm is capable of recognizing spherical objects of a single color using camera data.

Figure 4.2: An example of a sphere used as target for Object detect.
The package allows the user to configure the size and the color of the targets which
allows the algorithm to generalize to all colors and sizes of spheres. In addition to recognizing
and segmenting the target in a video, the package is also capable of estimating the distance
and relative position of the target. The detection of targets is however sufficient output for
the purposes of this thesis and such the position approximation is not used.
1

https://github.com/ctu-mrs/object detect
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Figure 4.3: A sphere segmented out of the picture.2

4.3

AprilTag

The second algorithm used is AprilTag[11]. The detection targets of the AprilTag algorithm are special 2D tags. Tags look similar to well known QR tags used for example as
links to websites or for an easy transfer of payment details. The tags can be of multiple visual
families but the set used for a given mission has to be of only one family. Tag families differ
in the shape and the general structure of the tags. For the experiments a Tag36h11 family
was used, but any other family of tags could have been used almost interchangeably.

(a) Tag36h11 family

(b) TagCircle49h12 family

Figure 4.4: An example of a tag used by AprilTag vision algorithm.3
Furthermore each tag in the set has to be unique for the algorithm to work. This
requirement comes from the ability to distinguish between multiple tags during flight. This is
redundant for given use case as a placeholder for the simulation but it could be used if the
2
3

Source: https://github.com/ctu-mrs/object detect#readme
Source: https://april.eecs.umich.edu/software/apriltag
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task was modified to not only find, but also distinguish the targets. Simulating for AprilTag
is however quite easy given availability of the tags or even models of the tags for used Gazebo
simulator.
AprilTag can however not be used well for general purpose tasks due to the dependence
on a very specific target. This does not limit the usage in the implementation of the thesis
given that the thesis is not a real usage but rather an evaluation of the correctness of the used
approach on placeholder targets in the simulation.

4.4

Viability and limitations

Following section is giving an evaluation of each detection system when considering the
particular goal of the thesis implementation. Both algorithms fulfil the requirements for a
viable vision algorithm established in 4.1. Each of them however requires different detection
target which has to considered when creating the experiment environments in the simulator
or preparing experiments in the physical environment.
Main difference between the algorithms can be found in their detection capabilities.
AprilTag performs much better in terms of being able to recognise target located further from
the UAV’s camera. Object detect fails to recognise the target reliably when the UAVs is located
more than 10 meters above the ground in the simulation. AprilTag can still recognize the target
reliably even when the UAV reaches altitude of around 30 meters. This observation has to be
considered when preparing the experiments and evaluating the results of the experiments in
the Results chapter.
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Chapter 5

Implementation and expansion
5.1

Project structure and ROS communication

In Sec. 1.2 it was established, that the main goal of the project is to implement a path
planning algorithm based on the Probabilistic quadtree algorithm defined in [1]. This section
explains in detail the used parts of the system and explains the interaction among them.

Figure 5.1: Communication using ROS topics and services.
The path planning algorithm that is the goal of the implementation is divided into two
parts. Each part of the system takes form of a ROS node.
First of the parts is the Commander node. It hold the instance of a Probabilistic quadtree
data structure and handles the updates of the structure. It is also responsible for deciding
about the next node that should be explored, checking for the stopping condition and once
that is reached it outputs the resulting decisions into a predefined file.
Second part of the system is a Control node. It serves as a communication bridge between
the Probabilistic quadtree path planning algorithm and the MRS system. The main purpose
in that regard is managing the movement of the group of controlled UAVs. For that a location
of each of the UAVs is obtained from the MRS system in form of a UAV state. The UAV state
message contains, among other data, a position of the UAV as a set of coordinates given a
reference point. The data for the UAV state is obtained by the MRS system by fusion of results
of various position estimation hardware such as GPS, laser altitude estimator, barometer and
more. The second step in managing the position of UAVs is changing their location. For that
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a goto service of control manager package of the MRS system is used. Goto service allows the
Control node to issue a service requests using the Vec4 ROS service type which contains the
desired position of the aircraft. In case the vehicle is able to fulfil the requirement, the service
gives back a positive response message. In some cases such as ongoing takeoff or landing
operation the UAV is not able to accept goto calling and the service call returns a negative
response in that case. The control node has to make sure that the UAV control manager
responded positive to the calling and repeat the calling until it is successful otherwise.
The last major responsibility of the Control node is receiving detection data from Vision
algorithm of choice and evaluating the presence of targets from incoming data. The particular
form of the received detection data depends on the vision algorithm used as the interface of
each of them is not standardised.
The two aforementioned nodes communicate between each other using two ROS topics.
First of them is published by the Commander node and contains the next locations for each
manged UAV to explore. The message type used is Coord which contains the coordinates of
the next node in reference to given base point and the number of the UAV which should fly
there. The second used topic is published by the Control node which transmits through it the
results of the detection in the location to which the UAV was sent. The messages in this topic
are of a type Result and contain the number of the UAV and a boolean flag that signals if
there was at least one target detected.

5.2

Using multiple UAVs

The expansion of the algorithm introduced in [1] is one of the main objectives of the thesis as the original algorithm was not originally introduced for a scenario with multiple UAVs.
The MRS system provides a simple tools for introducing multiple UAVs to the environment
at the same time using the drone spawner service. Each UAV has its own sensors and control
inputs which are exposed through topics as was mentioned in 3.2.
Modification that has to be made is the access to the Probabilistic quadtree data structure instance. There are two ways to how to approach this challenge. It is possible to distribute
the data structure between all UAVs and synchronize it using common distributed systems
means or to have a central structure accessed by all the UAVs. The decision for the thesis was
made to rely on single central instance of the Probabilistic quadtree data structure mainly due
to distributed system not being the topic of the thesis and due to possibility to use the system
in this way, since all the experiments are done in the simulator. However in a real scenario
with large enough area it might not be possible to ensure a stable connection of all UAVs to
a central control node or with each other. In such case the distributed system is required and
means of ensuring its validity at all times have to be considered and implemented.
The last part of the multi UAV problem that is discussed in this section are collisions
between the UAVs and ways of preventing them. Again there are multiple ways how to handle
this problem. First of the solutions is provided by the MRS system. The UAVs are equipped
with a collision detection system that takes control in case the UAVs are about to collide and
stops them or diverts them. This approach was chosen for the implementation due to this
problem not being the main topic of the thesis, having a low implementation complexity and
good results.
A fully custom system for collision avoidance could be made since the system has full
information about the positions of the UAVs at all times as well as the information about
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the their desired locations. A preemptive system could also be designed which would use the
knowledge of a target coordinates for each UAV at a given time and the knowledge, that
UAVs will try to get to the point in a straight line. The system than could insert intermediate
waypoints ahead of time to make sure the paths of the drones never cross.
A more experimental solution based on modifying the objective function I(n) declared
in Sec. 2.4 is also a possibility for improving the performance. The function would be enhanced
by another part, that would incorporate distance from already occupied nodes. The modified
objective function would than become
I ′ (n) = γ

I(n)
D(n∗, n)
− (1 − γ)
− δminn′′ ∈O(T ) D(n, n′′ ),
′
′
maxn ∈T I(n )
maxn′ ∈T D(n∗, n′ )

(5.1)

where O(T ) stands for all nodes in the tree T that are currently occupied. This would also
introduce another hyper parameter δ to optimize and in theory this would lead to choosing the nodes further from the nodes that are already being explored, thus minimizing the
collision avoidance precautions. The modification would however need proper mathematical
background as well as an intensive testing which was not done as part of this thesis.

5.3

Baseline method implementation

In the thesis goals it is stated that the Probabilistic quadtree algorithm implementation
should be tested against a baseline method. The method that is chosen for that purpose is a
simple zig zag pattern.

Figure 5.2: An example path of the baseline method.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.2 the final generated path consists of two rows of coordinate
points situated on two opposite sides of the explored rectangular area. Than a simple pattern
is applied to the points to create the final path.
The benefit of using this type of path is that it covers the entire area of the explored
rectangle. For this it is however needed to properly choose the flight altitude so that the
camera mounted on the UAV can see each part of the explored area. The calculation of the
correct height is quite simple and was already described in Sec. 2.1. The calculation is exactly
the same and uses trigonometric equation (2.1) with value that can be seen in Fig. 2.2.
To create a trajectory for the UAV from generated waypoints the Trajectory generation
package1 of the MRS is used. The package provides a ROS service and a ROS topic on each
1

https://github.com/ctu-mrs/mrs uav trajectory generation
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drone in the simulation. The package generates an optimal trajectory when a Path message or
a Path service, both containing an array of waypoints, is sent to the UAV. Once a trajectory
is generated, the package takes care of managing the controls of the UAV and makes it fly
along the trajectory.
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Chapter 6

Experiments
Now that all necessary parts of the algorithm and the implementation are explained,
it is possible to assess the performance of the implementation. This chapter is describing the
methodology of the experiments and the way that they are evaluated. A used configuration
is also described in this chapter.

6.1

Methodology of the experiments

All of the experiments share a few key properties. First of them is that all of the test are
realized inside the Gazebo simulator inside ROS. All of the experiments share the same goal of
finding a set of targets with randomly generated positions in a simple environment. The form
of the target depends on the vision algorithm used in the experiment. The differences between
the experiments are the size of the search area. Each experiment is performed multiple times
with changing variables which are discussed later. Goal of each experiment is to gather results
from the search mission, determine correctness of the gathered results and the errors. Than
the results are compared with the results of the same experiment with different variables.
The first variable in the experiments is using two different searching algorithms. The
algorithms are Probabilistic quadtree algorithm which is the subject of this thesis and in detail
explained in chapter 1. The other is a baseline zig zag pattern algorithm explained in Sec. 5.3.
The baseline method and the comparison strategy used are mentioned later in the chapter.
The other variable is the vision algorithm used. As was discussed in chapter 4 there were two
algorithms used: AprilTag and Object detect.

6.2

Gathering results

During the experiments, results are gathered from the algorithm and evaluated at the
end. The Probabilistic quadtree algorithm outputs decisions in subsections of the initial search
area. Gathered decisions from the Probabilistic quadtree are compared with the initial positions and sizes of the targets. Evaluation of each decision can be one of three cases. It can
be a correct decision, a false positive, which means that the algorithm decides that there is a
target in an area where no targets are present, or a false negative, when there is a negative
decision in an area where there is at least one target.

6.3

Baseline method search results

To evaluate the viability of the area exploration using the Probabilistic quadtree algorithm a simple baseline method is used. The path generated by such algorithm is simple,
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however if the flying height is configured correctly, it does guarantee that the entire search
area will be searched during a single flight. The mentioned correct configuration is further
described together with the general implementation of such system in Sec. 5.3. Considering
this guarantee it is possible to assume that an UAV that is flying slow enough along the given
path will be able to detect each of the targets.
Although it would be possible to incorporate a vision algorithm to the baseline method,
it is not necessary. It is sufficient to use the total duration of the mission to compare the performance of the baseline method to the performance of the Probabilistic quadtree algorithm.
It is worth noting that other measures could be used such as the total distance traveled.
Getting the total distance traveled from the simulation run is on the other hand way more
complicated and though it would provide values less dependant on for example the used
simulation hardware, in the end it is not worth.

6.4

Used configuration

For the experiments a single configuration of the hyper-parameters was chosen. Note
that the configuration of the parameters has a major influence on the course of the experiment
and consequently on its result. This section is going through the list and assigning a value
to each of the used hyper-parameters. Also a few changes had to be made in the way a next
node is chosen in order to solve issues related to the vision algorithms used, the simulation
environment and the case of using multiple UAVs. Those changes also have influence on the
experiment and solving the issues in a different way can lead to a different results in the
performed experiments.

6.4.1

Hyper-parameters

The Probabilistic quadtree algorithm as was introduced in [1] contains many hyperparameters which have to be chosen before the search experiment is started. First of the
parameters are error functions α and β introduced in Sec. 2.2. A function
f (x) =

1
x + 1.3

was used for both of these variables. The function was chosen in this form to satisfy conditions
for error functions of increasing error when depth decreases and also because it worked well
in the experiments. The function is however not chosen by proper optimisation as it could be
and the usage of different function can lead to significantly different results.
Next hyper-parameter is γ introduced in 2.4 which determines the weight of the information gain as opposed to the distance when choosing next node for exploration. The value
was chosen as 0.5 same as in the paper [1] to give the same weight to the distance and the
information gain.
Following hyper-parameter is ϵ used in Sec. 2.5. The usage of the parameter is to determine the required exploration necessary to end the search mission. A value of 1 was arbitrarily
chosen for this parameter.
The costs of decisions C from Sec. 2.6 were set to the same values as in the paper [1].
This means that C00 and C11 for correct decisions were set to 1, C10 for false positive was set
to 10 and C01 for missed target was set to 1000.
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Figure 6.1: Graph of the used error function.
The last parameters that have to be determined before the start are the initial and the
maximal depth of the tree and the initial probability. The initial probability was set to 0.5 in
all leaf nodes to indicate that no information is available at the beginning of the exploration
about the targets. The depths were set for each experiment differently depending on the size
of the area. In every experiment the maximal depth was set in such way that the detections
in deepest level of the tree reliably recognized the targets. The initial depth was in most
experiments set to 1 to minimize explorations of unnecessary parts of the target area.

6.4.2

Node choosing modifications

In Sec. 2.4 a way of choosing next node is introduced. The introduced mechanism allows
any node to be chosen at any time. In case the algorithm is using multiple UAVs however a
node that is already about to be explored by a UAV can not be chosen due to the obvious
collision between the UAVs. Also a detection in such node would not provide much benefit.
The next modification that was necessary solves the issue of the limitations of the
Object detect vision algorithm that are presented in Sec. 4.4. The limitation of only reliably
detecting in altitudes up to 10 meters can be solved by limiting the next node choice to only
nodes located under that altitude. This leads to necessity to preemptively expand the tree
ahead of time to create nodes that satisfy this new condition. This however limits the range
in very significant extent and can lead to reduction of positive characteristic of the algorithm
to expand only the parts of the tree that have a positive detections in them.
The last modification that had to be made is caused by the safety area limitation of the
simulation. This limits the UAVs from flying above 30 meters in the simulation. Although the
limitation can be removed, during the experiments it was present and had to be considered.
The solution is the same as to the limitation described above concerning Object detect. This
change however has only a small influence as only small number of nodes are located above
the 30 meter boundary given the sizes of area in the experiments.
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Chapter 7

Results
The following chapter presents achieved results and measurements of the realized experiments. All of the results are also discussed and a possible explanation of the results is
provided. Other than that an evaluation of how successful was the implementation of the
Probabilistic quadtree algorithm for area exploration. The success is discussed in terms of the
implementation showing the positive characteristics of the algorithm as well as evaluating the
results of using multiple UAVs.

7.1

Comparison to simple algorithms

As was established in Sec. 6.3 the Probabilistic quadtree algorithm was compared with
baseline algorithm based on time. The results are following:
Algorithm used
Baseline
Single Object detect
Single AprilTag
3 UAV Object detect
3 UAV AprilTag

10x10m
60s
213s
148s
151s
107s

20x20m
112s
95s*
283s
165s*
424?s

30x30m
202s
449s*
460s
375*
371s

40x40m
352s
1056s*
870s
834s*
361s

Table 7.1: Achieved exploration times in the experiments.
It has to be noted, that some of the experiments had to be made under modified conditions from the other ones. The experiments marked with asterisk had tree expanded ahead of
time to a greater depth due to requiring at least some of the nodes to be associated with a low
enough altitude as was discussed in Sec. 6.4.2. This was done to solve problems with detection limitations of the Object detect algorithm. This combined with maximal depth chosen,
so that the UAV is high enough to see the entire target located in the area, caused some of
the experiments to be limited to only one or two tree layers for available nodes in which case
the beneficial properties of the Probabilistic quadtree exploration algorithm are unfortunately
lost.
From the table 7.1 it is possible to see, that the experiments using the baseline exploration method finished faster than the experiments using the Probabilistic quadtree method.
On the other hand note, that the time difference gets shorter when the explored area increases.
It is possible to imagine, that if the area increased even further, than the Probabilistic quadtree
approach would surpass the baseline method.
The behaviour is anticipated since the main advantage of the Probabilistic quadtree
approach is using the tree structure to minimize unnecessary exploration. The effect of using
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such approach should become more noticeable with increasing the size of search area as the
approach is able to prune larger areas at a time.

7.2

Implementation performance

The performance of the implementation in experiments is measured in the number of
correct and incorrect decisions. The results are following:
Algorithm used
Single Object detect
Single AprilTag
3 UAV Object detect
3 UAV AprilTag

10x10m
5/0/4
5/0/4
5/0/7
5/0/0

20x20m
5/0/7
5/0/4
5/0/7
5/0/4

30x30m
5/0/4
5/0/4
5/0/4
5/0/4

40x40m
5/0/3
5/0/4
5/0/6
5/0/16

Results order: Correct/Missed targets/False positives
Table 7.2: Performance of the approach in experiments.
It can be seen that the implementation performs very well. The algorithm was able
to find all of the targets in all of the experiments. The presence of false positives in the
experiments can be explained by usage of the unoptimized hyper-parameter mainly costs of
errors C. There is a possibility that if optimized values were used, the algorithm would not
make any mistakes at all. Note that some of the results of the Object detect can be biased,
as the tree had to be limited.

7.3

Implementation evaluation

The implementation of the Probabilistic quadtree area exploration algorithm is successful. During a run of an experiment the tree stays in the correct state, properly updates and
expands based on the detections made by UAVs. The performance can not be easily evaluated
as it depends in many ways on the chosen hyper-parameters and the vision algorithm. The
implementation also manages to overcome limitations of the vision algorithms, although in
some cases that means giving up on tree structure which is able to skip the exploration of
some part which are not likely to include targets.
Testing the implementation showed obstacles of the Probabilistic quadtree approach to
area exploration. The idea behind using the tree structure stands on the ability to decrease
the altitude to increase the detection capabilities in exchange for a lower detection area. This
property however did not align with the characteristics of the vision algorithms used. The
used algorithms are very good at recognizing targets up to certain distance from it and than
the detection ability falls off very quickly. Ideally the Probabilistic quadtree algorithm would
require a vision algorithm, that is able to recognize targets at many different distances.

7.3.1

Usage of multiple UAVs

The usage of multiple UAVs was proven to be beneficial to the speed of the exploration
as can be seen in table 7.1. The extend of the speedup is however in many ways limited by
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using only basic precautions to prevent collisions which in many cases are not optimal. Not all
information about the UAVs which is available to the path planning algorithm is used. The
ways of improving the approach and incorporating available information into path planning
is discussed in Sec. 5.2.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion
This thesis achieved all of the goals set in the beginning. The paper [1] was thoroughly
studied and the ideas were explained in detail in the chapter 2. The chapter also included the
explanation of the topic mentioned in the paper [1] which were not explained and had to be
interpreted. This includes error functions and the calculation of expected entropy.
The second goal was also achieved. The MRS UAV System and also the Robot Operating
System (ROS) were introduced in the chapter 3. All of the important parts of these systems
were explained in sufficient detail to understand their usage in the thesis implementation.
The Probabilistic quadtree algorithm was implemented using the MRS UAV System
and was also connected to two vision algorithms — the Object detect and the AprilTag.
The implementation also considered the limitations of the vision algorithms introduced in the
chapter 4 and adapted the algorithm to overcome them.
Original idea of using the Probabilistic quadtree structure was extended to allow usage
of multiple UAVs at the same time using a centralized node. The collision detection and
prevention system was left to be handled by internal mechanisms of MRS UAV system and
the goto service inside of it.
In the end the implementation was tested in a variety of different experiments using
both of the vision algorithms. The exploration times were compared with the times a naive
pre-planned algorithm.
An obstacle caused by used vision algorithms not satisfying the expected characteristics
of a vision algorithm used in the Probabilistic quadtree was recognized and described. The
approach could be evaluated differently if a proper vision algorithm is used.
Another obstacle of the algorithm is reliance on many hyper-parameters. An optimization of this amount of parameters can be hard and would require a complex optimization
algorithm. In ideal case the parameters could be tested outside the simulation which would
allow for much faster optimization. This was however in the time of thesis creation not possible.
Expanding the implementation to multiple UAVs decreased the time required to finish
the mission, however in many cases the improvement was held back by the constant collision
avoidance measures being used. A future work could expand the idea by more efficiently
dispersing the UAVs across the search area to minimize possible collisions and improve the
performance of the entire approach.
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